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Abstract
Precise point positioning ambiguity resolution (PPP-AR) is a valuable tool for high-precision geodetic observations, while
phase bias products are critical to implementing GNSS PPP-AR. Based on the conventional integer clock and uncalibrated
phase delay (UPD) models, we proposed a modified phase clock/bias model to enable undifferenced ambiguity fixing where it
is the phase clocks, rather than the International GNSS Service (IGS) legacy clocks, which are estimated in a network solution
by first correcting carrier-phase data for both pre-resolved integer ambiguities and predetermined phase biases. Such phase
clock/bias product is compatible with IGS legacy clock and code bias products as opposed to the integer clock model, while
ensuring more accurate daily positions in contrast to the UPD model. We carried out precise point positioning (PPP) ambiguity
fixing using 1 year of GPS data from about 500 stations and took the IGS weekly solutions as benchmarks: The phase clock/bias
model reproduced the positioning achievement of the integer clock model without biasing pseudorange processing, whereas
improving markedly the east component of daily positions by 20% compared to the UPD model; interestingly, negligible
differences exist between the UPD-based hourly positions and those based on the phase clock/bias model, corroborating
that the UPD model is a good approximation to the phase clock/bias model in case of short observation periods. Finally,
since phase biases are linearly dependent on clocks, we suggest to compute daily phase bias products, instead of the usual
15-min UPDs, by driving all their temporal variations to the phase clocks, which will greatly facilitate ambiguity-fixed PPP
(ftp://igs.gnsswhu.cn/pub/whu/phasebias).
Keywords PPP · Uncalibrated phase delay · Integer clock · Decoupled clock model

1 Introduction
Precise point positioning ambiguity resolution (PPP-AR) has
been essential to improve the positioning accuracy in undifferenced GNSS data processing (Zumberge et al. 1997).
Integer ambiguity resolution at a single station requires that
the integer property of PPP ambiguities should be recovered through the pre-calibration of phase biases. Phase biases
can nominally be taken as the hardware biases originating in
both GNSS satellites and receivers, though it was claimed
that residual orbit and atmosphere modeling errors might
also contribute in practice (Ge et al. 2008). In theory, the
phase biases, if uncalibrated, shall be assimilated by PPP
ambiguities after a least squares adjustment, thus destroying
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their integer property (e.g., Ge et al. 2008; Geng et al. 2010;
Nadarajah et al. 2018).
There have been a few approaches to realize this phase bias
computation at the server end and calibration at the user end.
Laurichesse et al. (2009) developed an “integer clock” model
where wide-lane phase biases were estimated by extracting the fractional-cycle part of the Melbourne–Wübbena
combination observable and presumed constant over 24 h
(Melbourne 1985; Wübbena 1985); wide-lane ambiguities
were then fixed to their integer parts plus the wide-lane
phase biases; such resolved wide-lane ambiguities premised
the decomposition of ionosphere-free ambiguities into their
narrow-lane counterparts; later, unlike wide-lane ambiguity fixing, the narrow-lane ambiguities were fixed to their
integer parts only, with the intention of driving narrow-lane
phase biases into the clock estimates (i.e., the integer clocks).
Correspondingly, PPP users first corrected their Melbourne–
Wübbena combination observations for the wide-lane phase
biases to retrieve the integer wide-lane ambiguities; then, the
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integer clocks replaced the IGS (International GNSS Service) legacy clocks to enable PPP based on undifferenced
ionosphere-free data; after introducing the resolved widelane ambiguities into the decomposition of ionosphere-free
ambiguities, the integer property of the resultant narrow-lane
ambiguities can be achieved.
Alternatively, Collins et al. (2010) suggested a “decoupled clock model” for phase bias estimation and PPP-AR.
It resembled the integer clock model above in dealing with
narrow-lane phase biases. However, the wide-lane phase
biases were taken as clock-like parameters in the decoupled
clock model, or in other words, were computed epoch by
epoch, rather than the time constant estimates supposed in
the integer clock model. The decoupled clock model is thus
more general than the integer clock model since no temporal
property of phase biases needs to be postulated. Although the
integer/decoupled clock model has been proved successful
for PPP-AR (e.g., Banville et al. 2014; Loyer et al. 2012), its
clock products are neither consistent with IGS legacy clocks,
nor compatible with IGS code biases in processing GNSS
pseudorange (Geng et al. 2010).
In contrast, directly based on IGS legacy clocks, Ge
et al. (2008) developed an “uncalibrated phase delay” (UPD)
model where the processing of wide-lane phase biases was
the same as that in the integer clock model. Nevertheless, the narrow-lane phase biases were extracted as the
fractional-cycle part of narrow-lane ambiguities, in a manner duplicating the procedure of computing wide-lane phase
biases. Users then were required to correct for narrow-lane
phase biases to retrieve the integer property of narrow-lane
ambiguities, while straightforwardly using the IGS legacy
clock products for undifferenced data processing. A number of publications have demonstrated the success of this
approach in improving the positioning accuracy of PPP (e.g.,
Geng and Bock 2016; Li et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2018b); it
is also worth stressing that the UPD model is consistent with
the IGS legacy clock and code bias products. However, it has
been always found that narrow-lane phase biases from the
UPD model are not as stable over time as their wide-lane
counterparts; empirically, we need to update them every tens
of minutes to keep a high success rate of ambiguity fixing and
a high precision of ambiguity-fixed positioning. Such timevariable phase biases are supposedly attributed by Ge et al.
(2008) to the contamination of orbit, clock and atmosphere
errors.
The observed temporal instability of narrow-lane phase
biases naturally gives rise to the question of how often we
shall estimate them, or alternatively whether we could potentially “stabilize” them as substantially as their wide-lane
counterparts. For the former question, a conservative strategy
would be able to compute narrow-lane phase biases epoch
by epoch (e.g., Zhang et al. 2018a), just as to the manner of dealing with wide-lane phase biases in the decoupled
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clock model. In this case, such epoch-wise narrow-lane phase
biases could actually be combined with clocks, translating
into the integer clock products in fact. In contrast, the latter
question is more challenging. Geng et al. (2012) attempted
to apply double-difference integer ambiguity constraints on
the network solution at the server end, aiming at improving the accuracy of undifferenced ambiguity estimates; then,
the accuracy of the resultant narrow-lane phase biases could
also be ameliorated and they may be “stabilized”. However,
it was reported that the narrow-lane phase biases were still
estimated every 15 min following exactly Ge et al. (2008).
Though the stabilization of narrow-lane phase biases
over time has not been resolved, it was found that doubledifference ambiguity resolution indeed improved their accuracy; as an evidence, the resulting PPP-AR position accuracy
in the east component was improved by 15.4% (Geng et al.
2012). In the comparison between the UPD model and the
integer clock model by Geng et al. (2010), it was also perceived that the daily ambiguity-fixed positions based on the
integer clocks outperformed those from the UPD model
for most days of a year. As pointed out by Geng et al.
(2012), the narrow-lane phase biases proposed by Ge et al.
(2008) were not computed from an ambiguity-fixed network solution, thereby undermining their competitiveness in
high-precision undifferenced positioning against the integer
clocks which were estimated through undifferenced ambiguity fixing (Collins et al. 2010; Laurichesse et al. 2009).
Therefore, regarding the advantages and disadvantages of
all PPP-AR models above, our motivation in this study is to
align the UPD model with the integer clock model in order to
make the UPD-derived positioning performance identical to
that of the integer clocks, while also keep the consistency and
compatibility between the phase biases and the IGS legacy
clock/code bias products. The paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the integer clock and UPD models and
clarifies how they differ in their implementations in practice; Sect. 3 shows the data processed in this study; Sect. 4
exhibits the results of daily and hourly GPS positioning to
investigate whether our modified clocks/phase biases achieve
the performance of integer clocks; Sect. 5 discusses the timevariable behaviors of phase biases within a day and across
days, and the discrepancy between IGS legacy clocks and
the phase clocks of this study; Sect. 6 draws the conclusions and, of particular note, announces the release of new
phase clock/bias products and an open-source software from
Wuhan University.

2 Methods
The raw pseudorange and carrier-phase observation equations for GPS dual-frequency data in the unit of length from
station i to satellite k can be written as
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k and P k are pseudorange, whereas L k and
where Pi,1
i,2
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k
L i,2 are carrier-phase data for GPS L1 and L2 signals,
respectively, after the calibration of antenna phase center
offset/variations (PCO/PCV); ρik is the sum of the stationsatellite geometric distance and the slant troposphere delay;
c is the speed of light in vacuum; ti and t k are the receiver and
satellite clock errors, respectively; the wavelengths λ1 = fc1
and λ2 = fc2 where f 1 and f 2 are the frequencies; γik denotes
the impact of the first-order ionosphere delays; di,1 and d1k
denote the hardware biases on P1 pseudorange at station i and
satellite k, respectively, while di,2 and d2k are for P2; similarly, bi,1 and b1k are the phase biases in the unit of length
k and
for L1 carrier phase while bi,2 and b2k are for L2; Ni,1
k
Ni,2 are integer ambiguities; higher-order ionosphere delays,
multipath effects, random noise, etc., are ignored for brevity.
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where ∗ is a wildcard representing “1”, “2”, “0”, “w” or “n”
corresponding to raw L1, raw L2, ionosphere-free, wide-lane
and narrow-lane combination, respectively;  and δ symbolize the time constant and time-variable portions of those
hardware biases, respectively.
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carrier-phase observations take the form of
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We can see that the wide-lane phase biases are subjected to
not only the raw phase biases on L1 and L2, but also the raw
pseudorange biases on P1 and P2 (Eq. 1). Note that Eqs. 3
and 4 are the basis for both integer clock and UPD models
to estimate wide-lane phase biases and resolve wide-lane
ambiguities. In particular, wide-lane phase biases in Eq. 4 can
be estimated using an integer rounding operation since only
the fractional-cycle parts matter in single-station ambiguity
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fixing (e.g., Ge et al. 2008; Laurichesse et al. 2009). We
cannot compute absolute phase biases, and thus, a reference
phase bias has to be identified for undifferenced expression
of phase bias products.
Once wide-lane ambiguities are resolved, we can subk = N k − Ň k into Eq. 2 which can then be
stitute Ni,2
i,1
i,w
transformed into
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2.1 The integer clock model
Regarding Eq. 3 for wide-lane phase biases, in this section
we focus on only the formulation for integer clocks using
Eq. 5. The fundamental idea behind the integer clock model
is that narrow-lane ambiguities are fixed to integers before
estimating satellite clocks (Laurichesse et al. 2009; Collins
et al. 2010). In this case, the phase biases (i.e., bi,0 and b0k )
will be absorbed by the clock parameters (i.e., ti and t k ), that
is

(6)

k is the resolved narrow-lane ambiguity which has
where Ňi,1
k ; we define the
been deducted from the carrier-phase data L̄ i,0
integer clocks as
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which are to be estimated in a network solution. We note
that the integer clock estimation results in the nuisance term
di,0 − bi,0 − d0k + b0k which will be eventually driven into

k denotes the resolved wide-lane ambiguity; N k
where Ňi,w
i,1
k
in this equation is also called narrow-lane ambiguity; and L̄ i,0
is the new ionosphere-free carrier-phase data after correction
for the resolved wide-lane ambiguity.
It is worth indicating that the pseudorange and phase
biases in Eq. 5 are linearly dependent on clock and ambiguity parameters, while usually we only estimate positions,
clocks, zenith tropospheric delays (ZTDs) and ambiguities in
undifferenced data processing. As a result, those pseudorange
and phase biases will be assimilated into clock and ambiguity parameters. However, this re-parameterization depends
on how to define the clocks to be estimated, i.e., the integer
clocks or the IGS legacy clocks, which will be formulated in
the following Sects. 2.1 and 2.2.
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the pseudorange residuals. Moreover, the theoretical form
of integer clocks (Eq. 7) is incompatible with the standard
legacy IGS clocks, which will be presented in Sect. 2.2.
Note that tIk is the integer clock for satellite k which will
be used along with wide-lane phase biases to enable PPP-AR
(Geng et al. 2010). Specifically, PPP users should have the
following processing equations,
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k is the wide-lane phase bias product; tˆk is the satelwhere b̂w
I
k and N k are the wide-lane and
lite integer clock product; Ni,w
i,1
k
narrow-lane ambiguity parameters, respectively, where Ni,w
k
should be resolved first to recover Ni,1 from the ionospherefree ambiguity; and the term di,0 − bi,0 − d0k + b0k present
in Eq. 6 is disregarded here since it cannot be estimated
explicitly (note the symbol “≈” in Eq. 8). We note that the
k will in nature be an integer with respect to a
estimate of Ni,1
reference ambiguity (Laurichesse et al. 2009).

2.2 The uncalibrated phase delay (UPD) model
Unlike the integer clock model in Eq. 6, Ge et al. (2008)
proposed that no satellite clock determination was required,
but the IGS legacy clock products were employed in the
UPD model; a routine PPP processing was then carried out
for each reference station to estimate receiver clocks, ZTDs
and undifferenced ambiguities. Similar to the integer clock
model, pseudorange and phase biases in Eq. 5 have to be
assimilated into those parameters to be estimated, this time
not only into clocks, but also into ambiguities. To be specific,
the time constant portions of pseudorange and phase biases
are combined with ambiguities, whereas the time-variable
portions combined with clocks (e.g., Zhang et al. 2018a).
Accordingly, we first reformulate Eq. 5 as
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Once obtaining both wide-lane and narrow-lane phase bias
products, PPP users can correct for them in their undifferenced observation equations, that is
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which is actually the standard functional model employed by
the IGS for undifferenced data processing; particularly,
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where tˆFk is the IGS legacy satellite clock product;
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to be estimated; and δdi,0 − δd0k − δbi,0 + δb0k is again a
nuisance term and will be part of the pseudorange residual.
From the narrow-lane ambiguity estimates of Eq. 11, we can
extract the narrow-lane station and satellite phase biases in
the unit of length
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where b̂nk is the narrow-lane phase bias product defined in the
UPD model; the term δdi,0 − δd0k − δbi,0 + δb0k appearing
in the pseudorange of Eq. 11 is ignored as it is presumed to be
k is the narrow-lane ambipart of pseudorange residuals; Ni,1
guity which is claimed to be an integer to be resolved since b̂nk
has been corrected on the left-hand side of the carrier-phase
equation. bi,n can be absorbed by ti,F .

2.3 An improved UPD model

is the theoretical form of the IGS legacy clocks. As stated
above, the IGS legacy clocks are fixed throughout the UPD
model, and hence, we further rewrite Eq. 9 by introducing
Eq. 10 as

bi,0 − di,0 b0k − d0k
−
λn
λn
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which also relate to both raw pseudorange and phase biases
like Eq. 4. It is worth mentioning that the computation strategy of narrow-lane phase biases is similar to that for the
wide-lane phase biases in Eq. 3. Again, we cannot estimate
absolute narrow-lane phase biases, and hence, an arbitrary
reference should be chosen to derive undifferenced phase
bias products.

Geng et al. (2012) pointed out that the narrow-lane phase
biases from the UPD model had not reached their highest possible accuracy since they were calculated using
ambiguity-float network solutions; then, it is essential to
impose double-difference ambiguity resolution on the network solution at the server end in order to improve the
accuracy of phase biases. Therefore, Eq. 3 is expanded to
be
⎧
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and Eq. 9 is similarly rewritten as
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(15)

where  and are both wildcards denoting stations i and
j, and satellites k and l, respectively; both equations have
actually pseudorange and carrier-phase observations for
four station–satellite pairs; Ňiklj,w and Ňiklj,1 are resolved
double-difference wide-lane and narrow-lane ambiguities,
respectively. We stress that the integer constraints for Ňiklj,w
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and Ňiklj,1 in Eqs. 14 and 15 must be imposed hardly on the
normal equation to improve all parameter estimates in the
network analysis (Ge et al. 2006). Then, the UPDs can be
computed using Eqs. 11 and 12 while PPP users apply such
UPDs following Eq. 13.
Using Eqs. 14 and 15, we have upgraded the original UPDs
by Ge et al. (2008) to the improved UPDs, those derived from
ambiguity-fixed network solutions. Geng et al. (2012) experimented on this improved UPD model and found that the east
component of daily positions was indeed improved by 15.4%
compared to the original UPD model. In contrast, the integer
clock model has already been based on an ambiguity-fixed
network solution. Then, in theory, the integer clock model
is expected to outperform the original UPD model while
reproduce the positions estimated through the improved UPD
model.

Considering the drawback of the original UPDs, we modify the UPD model of Ge et al. (2008) to propose a new
phase clock/bias model which is aligned with the integer
clock model while avoids its incompatibility with IGS legacy
clocks. The fundamental idea is that the integer parts of
narrow-lane ambiguities are first identified using the original narrow-lane UPDs; then, the narrow-lane ambiguities
are fixed to these identified integers plus the narrow-lane
UPDs before re-estimating satellite clocks, or phase clocks
coined in this study. Specifically, following Eqs. 11 and 12
k
where narrow-lane UPDs b̂nk and integer ambiguities Ni,1
are computed, we introduce an extra network processing to
re-estimate clocks, that is

⎩ L̄ k − λ Ň k +b̂k = ρ k + ct − ct k +b
n i,1
i,F
i,n
n
F
i,0
i

(16)

where the two terms ti,F and tFk denote the receiver and satellite clocks to be estimated, respectively; as usual, the nuisance
term δdi,0 − δd0k − δbi,0 + δb0k is ignored in the estimation
and bi,n can be absorbed by ti,F . We can find that Eq. 16 takes
a similar form to Eq. 6, except for the additional inclusion of
narrow-lane phase biases in the resolved narrow-lane ambiguities. This exception leads to the different constitutions of
clock products, tIk and tFk , out of the raw phase and pseudorange biases from Eq. 2. We note that the resulting estimate of
tFk is the satellite phase clock product proposed in this study,
rather than the IGS legacy clock product, though they have
k and
the same theoretical form (Eq. 10). For completeness, b̂w
k
b̂n are phase bias products (or UPDs).
Correspondingly, the user model for PPP-AR in Eq. 13
has to be rewritten to allow for the incorporation of phase
clocks, that is
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k + ctˇk − βλ Ň k +b̂k = ρ k + ct
⎪
L i,0
⎪
2 i,w
i,F
n
F
i
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
k +b
+λn Ni,1
i,n

(17)

where tˇFk denotes the satellite phase clock product estimated
using Eq. 16; again, bi,n can be lumped into ti,F in the estimation. Compared to Eq. 8 for the integer clock model, Eq. 17
mainly differs by additionally introducing the narrow-lane
phase bias corrections on the left-hand side. In this case, we
anticipate that the positioning performance of our modified
phase clock/bias model and the integer clock model should
be identical.

2.5 Implementation of the modified phase
clock/bias model

2.4 A modified phase clock/bias model

⎧


⎨ P k = ρ k + cti,F − ct k + δdi,0 − δd k − δbi,0 + δbk
F
0
0
i,0
i

⎧
k + b̂k = λ N k + b
⎪
L i,m
w i,w
i,w
⎪
w
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ P k + ctˇk ≈ ρ k + cti,F
F
i,0
i

In Sect. 2.2, we derive in theory that only the time constant portions of hardware biases are absorbed by ambiguity
parameters in the UPD model; thus, ideally the phase bias
products should be constant over time. While wide-lane
phase biases vary minimally over time, narrow-lane phase
biases expose pronounced temporal instability. For example, Ge et al. (2008) reported that narrow-lane UPDs could
drift by up to 0.4 cycles within 24 h, which has also been
found and studied in many other publications (e.g., Geng
and Bock 2016; Li et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2018a). As a
result, narrow-lane UPDs are usually computed every tens
of minutes to keep a high fixing rate of ambiguities and a
high precision of position estimates at PPP users (Fig. 1).
Ge et al. (2008) argued that time-variable narrow-lane UPDs
should be attributed to the errors originating in unmodeled
orbit anomalies and atmosphere delays. In the analysis on
GPS time transfer, Collins et al. (2010) pointed out that the
alignment of clock parameters with pseudorange data was
responsible to the clock discontinuities across days (or dayboundary clock jumps) (see also Defraigne and Bruyninx
2007), whereas on the opposite the integer/decoupled clock
models could minimize such day-boundary jumps. Since
narrow-lane UPDs are linearly dependent on clocks in the
estimation, this argument also reveals that the temporal instability of the original narrow-lane UPDs is also associated with
the computation of legacy clocks.
In the modified phase clock/bias model proposed in
this study, we will fix and hold integer ambiguities and
narrow-lane phase biases first and then re-estimate clock and
atmosphere parameters with the goal of improving their accuracy and avoiding their contamination on PPP ambiguities.
In this case, we also achieve the goal of aligning clocks with
high-precision carrier-phase, instead of noisy pseudorange
observations, as accomplished in the integer clock model
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Satellite clock
estimation

15-min UPD
estimation

UPD averaging

Legacy
clocks

15-min UPDs
for all satellites

Daily phase
biases for all
satellites

Phase data after
correction of
integer ambiguities

Undifferenced

Re-estimate
satellite clocks

same as what is carried out in the integer clock model, where
phase biases are actually taken as zero values always. In this
sense, it is actually not necessary to compute narrow-lane
phase biases every tens of minutes as normally adopted in
the UPD model. Therefore, in our modified phase clock/bias
model, we calculate a daily mean phase bias from the 15-min
original UPDs (Fig. 1). The benefits are twofold: on the one
hand, we can make our phase clocks as an unbiased replacement of the legacy clocks; on the other hand, we simplify
the expression of phase bias products, or nominally “stabilize” the narrow-lane phase biases without undermining the
precision of PPP-AR.

Phase data after
correction of integer
ambiguities and
phase biases

at each station

Integer
ambiguities for
a network

Re-estimate
satellite clocks

Integer
clocks

3 Data processing
One year (2016) of GPS dual-frequency data from about 500
globally distributed IGS permanent stations were processed
(Fig. 2). The details on data processing settings are listed
in Table 1. We picked about 200 evenly distributed stations
to compute satellite clocks and phase biases, whereas the
remaining stations were used to test PPP-AR. It is worth mentioning that we re-estimated the legacy clocks using CODE
(Centre for Orbit Determination in Europe) final orbits in
order to avoid any inconsistencies between our and CODE’s
processing models. This can facilitate the comparison among
legacy clocks, integer clocks and phase clocks in this study,
and we can thus draw impartial conclusions. Therefore, in the
remainder of this paper, the “legacy clocks” actually refer to
our re-estimated ambiguity-float clocks, rather than the IGS
official products.
For the UPD model, we strictly followed the procedures
by Ge et al. (2008) to estimate phase biases. In particular, GPS wide-lane and narrow-lane UPDs were computed
daily and every 15 min using float Melbourne–Wübbena and
PPP ambiguity estimates, respectively, with a network of
reference stations. A rounding operation was used to sep-

Phase clocks

Fig. 1 Flowchart for the implementation of the integer clock, the UPD
and the modified phase clock/bias models. “Phase biases” or “UPDs”
here refer exclusively to the narrow-lane phase biases/UPDs. We note
that daily phase biases are computed by averaging their 15-min counterparts; phase clocks are estimated by correcting carrier-phase data for
both resolved integer ambiguities and daily phase biases. In particular, “legacy clocks” and 15-min UPDs are for the UPD model, “integer
clocks” are for the integer clock model, and “phase clocks” plus “daily
phase biases” are for the modified phase clock/bias model in this study

(Fig. 1). However, a remaining question is how often we
shall compute the narrow-lane phase biases, or whether we
could calculate them every 24 h analogous to their widelane counterparts. In fact, since we will re-estimate clocks
after calibrating narrow-lane phase biases in carrier-phase
data, we can technically presume constant phase bias values
throughout while driving their time-varying portions, if physically existing, into the phase clock estimates. This is just the
Fig. 2 Station distribution. Red
stars denote about 200 stations
used for satellite clock and
phase bias estimation, whereas
about 200–300 blue circles
denote those for PPP-AR
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Table 1 Data processing models and strategies for satellite clock determination and PPP
Items

Descriptions

Observations
Observables

Ionosphere-free GPS pseudorange and carrier phase

A priori noise

Pseudorange: 0.3 m; Carrier phase: 0.006 cycle

Cut-off elevation

7◦

Weighting

W = 1, e > 30◦ ; W = 4 sin e2 , e < 30◦ where

Differential code bias

CODE P1-C1 products

W is the weight scaling factor and e is the elevation
Correction models
Phase center offset & variations

igs08.atx (Schmid et al. 2016).

Phase wind-up

Corrected (Wu et al. 1993)

Tidal displacements

Solid Earth tide, ocean tide loading and pole tide (Petit and Luzum 2010)

Relativistic effect

Corrected

Troposphere

Saastamoinen model for a priori corrections with the Global Pressure/Temperature
model (Boehm et al. 2007; Saastamoinen 1973)

Parameter estimation
Station coordinates

Fixed for satellite clock determination, or estimated as daily or hourly constants for
positioning

Satellite orbits

Fixed to CODE final products throughout

Earth rotation parameters

Fixed to CODE final products throughout

Station clocks

Estimated as white-noise-like parameters with a priori noise 30 μs, and fix a clock
ensemble with H-masers to estimate satellite clocks

Satellite clocks

Estimated as white-noise-like parameters with a priori noise 10 μs

Horizontal troposphere gradients

√
Estimated every hour as random-walk parameters with process noise 2 cm/ h with the
Global Mapping Function for slant projections (Boehm et al. 2006)
√
Estimated every 12 h as random-walk parameters with process noise 2 mm/ 12h

Ambiguities

Estimated as constants over each continuous session

Zenith troposphere delays

Integer ambiguity fixing
Sequential bias fixing

Applied to daily solutions with a round-off criterion: 0.15 cycles (Dong and Bock 1989)

LAMBDA

Applied to hourly solutions with a ratio threshold of 3.0 for validation, and partial fixing
with at least 5 ambiguities reserved and at most 2 removed

“LAMBDA” represents “Least squares AMBiguity Decorrelation Adjustment” (Teunissen 1995)

arate the fractional-cycle parts from their nominal integer
ambiguities, and then, an averaging over these fractionalcycle parts was employed to calculate UPD products across
the network of stations. One exception to Ge et al. (2008)
was that we translated satellite-pair single-difference UPDs
into satellite-specific values by choosing a reference satellite (Geng and Bock 2016). In addition, we further generated
ambiguity-fixed narrow-lane UPDs according to Geng et al.
(2012). That is, double-difference ambiguity resolution, as
a further computation requirement, was imposed on the network solution before the narrow-lane UPD estimation. We
chose independent baselines between stations with the shortest distances to ensure a high and reliable fixing rate. Only
those stations distanced by less than 4000 km were paired
as candidate baselines. The sequential bias fixing strategy
proposed by Ge et al. (2006) was applied to the integercycle resolution of double-difference ambiguities with a
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round-off criterion of 0.15 cycles. The mean fixing rate
was 97.9%.
To implement the integer clock model, we used a different strategy from that by Laurichesse et al. (2009).
Since the computation of integer clocks requires that PPP
ambiguities should be resolved before the satellite clock
estimation, Laurichesse et al. (2009) attempted to fix all
undifferenced narrow-lane ambiguities to integers by first
separating their common fractional-cycle parts among stations with respect to an observed satellite, as well as those
among satellites with respect to a station. In contrast, in
this study, we first used the UPD products above to resolve
single-difference ambiguities between satellites at each reference station (i.e., PPP-AR). The bias fixing strategy by Ge
et al. (2006) was again applied with a round-off criterion
of 0.15 cycles, and the mean fixing rate was 99%. Integer
clocks were afterward computed in a network solution by

A modified phase clock/bias model to improve PPP ambiguity resolution at Wuhan University
Table 2 PPP-AR models and
their satellite products

Models

2061

Satellite clocks

Phase biases/UPDs

UPD (Ge et al. 2008)

Legacy (float) clocks

15-min float biases

Improved UPD (Geng et al. 2012)

DD-fixed clocks

15-min DD-fixed biases

Integer clock (Laurichesse et al. 2009)

Integer (SD-fixed) clocks

None

Phase clock/bias

Phase (SD-fixed) clocks

Daily SD-fixed biases

Note that all models require wide-lane phase biases which are not explicitly shown in this table; “phase
biases” here are for narrow-lane ambiguities. “DD-fixed” means “double-difference ambiguity-fixed” while
“SD-fixed” means “single-difference ambiguity-fixed” between satellites

fixing all such single-difference ambiguities to their resolved
integers (Fig. 1).
Finally, the implementation of our modified phase
clock/bias model was based on both the UPD and the integer clock models. At first, daily narrow-lane phase biases
were calculated by simply averaging the 96 15-min UPDs
per day, while wide-lane phase biases were computed daily
as usual. Then, similar to the integer clock computation,
phase clocks were estimated by fixing single-difference
ambiguities to their resolved values. However, this time it
is the resolved integers plus the daily phase biases that
were fixed and held, instead of only the integer parts,
for each resolved single-difference ambiguities at the reference stations. Note that the resulting phase clocks plus
those daily phase biases constituted the satellite products
for our modified PPP-AR model (Fig. 1). To summarize
all PPP-AR models, we plotted Table 2. All PPP solutions
are computed using the PRIDE PPP-AR software package
(Geng and Chen 2018).

4 Results
4.1 Daily solutions
We first computed daily PPP-AR solutions for all stations in
Fig. 2 using various phase bias products shown in Table 2.
From Table 3, it can be seen that all products lead to close

statistics on ambiguity fixing rate. For comparison, we also
list float PPP solutions. The daily position estimates from
all PPP solutions are compared to the IGS weekly solutions
through a 7-parameter transformation; after this transformation, an RMS is computed over the position residuals for each
PPP solution as shown in Table 3. It is worth mentioning that
the IGS weekly solutions are based on a weighted combination of various analysis centers’ solutions and are believed to
have the highest positioning accuracy as benchmark solutions
for this study; note that such analysis center-specific solutions
can be based on either double-difference or undifferenced
ambiguity fixing (e.g., Dach et al. 2009; Loyer et al. 2012).
Typically, our PPP solutions and the IGS weekly solutions
have about 430 stations in common, but only around 370 have
more than six months of data; hence, we chose only those 370
to calculate the RMS statistics. Clearly, Table 3 confirms the
superiority of PPP-AR solutions against the float solutions
in terms of positioning accuracy, especially in the east component where a 35–50% improvement is achieved. The RMS
for the north and up components also decline by up to 6–9%,
though not as significantly as the east.
However, the improvements caused by different PPP-AR
approaches do not coincide precisely. As demonstrated by
Geng et al. (2012), UPDs estimated from an ambiguityfixed network solution are more accurate than the original
UPDs derived from an ambiguity-float network solution by
Ge et al. (2008); thus, when switching from the original to the
improved UPDs, the RMS for the east component improves

Table 3 RMS (mm) of position differences for various PPP solutions when compared to IGS weekly solutions
PPP solutions

Daily solutions
East

North

Hourly solutions
Up

FR

East

North

Up

FR

Float PPP with legacy clocks

3.06

1.84

5.92

–

20.7

10.8

27.9

–

Float PPP with phase clocks

3.05

1.81

5.90

–

20.7

10.9

28.0

–

PPP-AR with original UPDs (Ge et al. 2008)

1.94

1.77

5.61

99.01%

5.1

5.4

18.5

97.03%

PPP-AR with improved UPDs (Geng et al. 2012)

1.67

1.73

5.47

99.00%

5.1

5.3

18.5

97.08%

PPP-AR with integer clocks (Laurichesse et al. 2009)

1.56

1.74

5.42

98.88%

5.1

5.3

18.4

96.97%

PPP-AR with phase clocks/biases

1.56

1.74

5.42

99.02%

5.0

5.3

18.4

97.09%

Note that the RMS for daily solutions are computed after a 7-parameter transformation. The fixing rates (abbreviated as FR, %) are mean values
for all independent ambiguities at all stations on all days of 2016
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Fig. 3 RMS (mm) of daily position differences in 2016 for the original
UPDs (Ge et al. 2008), the improved UPDs (Geng et al. 2012), the integer clocks (Laurichesse et al. 2009) and the phase clocks/biases when
compared to IGS weekly solutions through a 7-parameter Helmert transformation. Each cross denotes a station, and 370 stations with more than
6 months of data are plotted in each panel. The UPD, the improved UPD
and the integer clock solutions are displayed against the phase clock/bias
solutions in each panel for the east, north and up components. The blue

dashed lines are diagonal for all panels while the red solid lines linearly
fit the crosses within each panel; if a red line dwells over its corresponding blue line, the RMS derived from the satellite products labeling the
vertical axes exceed those derived from our phase clock/bias products.
The mean RMS statistics over all 370 stations plotted along the horizontal axes are for the phase clock/bias solutions, whereas those along the
vertical axes are for the UPD, the improved UPD or the integer clock
solutions (also shown in Table 3)

by roughly 14% while the RMS for north and up are reduced
slightly from 1.77 and 5.61 mm to 1.73 and 5.47 mm, respectively (Table 3). Nevertheless, this is still not the ultimate
achievement. When the integer clock or our phase clock/bias

products are employed instead for daily PPP-AR, the RMS
for the east component can be further reduced to 1.56 mm,
while the vertical RMS continues declining to 5.42 mm.
These comparisons can be better illustrated using Fig. 3
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where PPP-AR projects the most significant RMS changes
for the east component when switching between different
phase bias products. The bottom panels of Fig. 3 demonstrate that our phase clock/bias products are equivalent to the
integer clock products in enabling PPP-AR.
However, one remaining question is why the improved
UPD products do not achieve the same RMS as those from
the integer clock and our phase clock/bias products, when
all three are computed from ambiguity-fixed network solutions. The first major discrepancy among the three PPP-AR
models is that the improved UPD products are calculated
by resolving double-difference ambiguities across all reference stations, whereas the other two products are obtained
by resolving single-difference ambiguities for each reference
station. We found that the quality control of our doubledifference ambiguity fixing was imperfect. In particular, we
only resolved the ambiguities on independent baselines we
chose from all possible baselines among all stations. We did
this to avoid incorrectly fixed double-difference ambiguities
as much as possible. (We also tried to form all possible baselines for this study, but the resulting UPDs unfortunately led
to even worse PPP-AR performance than that based on the
original UPDs. We ascribed this outcome to incorrectly fixed
double-difference ambiguities whose adverse impacts propagate into other baselines and finally distort the entire network
solution.) Furthermore, in the improved UPD model, we still
computed narrow-lane UPDs every 15 min since they did not
behave stably over a day. We plot Fig. 4 to exemplify the
temporal variation in G03 UPDs on day 1 of 2016. It can
be seen that the improved UPDs, though much stabler than
the original UPDs, still expose non-negligible variations of
up to 0.03 cycles over 24 h. This implies that our estimation every 15 min is only an approximation of the true UPD
temporal behaviors, which explain in part why the improved
UPDs cannot achieve higher daily positioning accuracy as
achieved by the integer clocks and phase clocks/biases.

Narrow−lane phase biases (cycles)
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Fig. 4 Narrow-lane phase biases/UPDs (cycles) estimated using the
UPD (Ge et al. 2008), the improved UPD (Geng et al. 2012) and the
phase clock/bias models for satellite G03 on day 1 of 2016. The peakto-peak UPD variations within the day (96 values in total) are plotted
in the legend

almost all red lines overlap their blue counterparts for all
three components. It demonstrates that all PPP-AR models
generate nearly identical hourly position estimates overall.
Of particular note, the original UPDs by Ge et al. (2008),
though problematic in ensuring the highest accuracy for
daily positions, can almost reproduce the same hourly position estimates as those derived from integer clocks or phase
clocks/biases. We think there might be two explanations for
this phenomenon: 1) the potential biases of the original UPDs
could be accommodated easily by other parameters (e.g., troposphere delays) in hourly PPP without seriously impairing
position estimates; 2) the positioning biases caused by the
original UPDs in hourly PPP-AR are insignificant when compared to the subcentimeter- to centimeter-level positioning
accuracy. In either case, this result is a good news since the
original UPD products proposed by Ge et al. (2008) are quite
easy to compute as opposed to the improved UPD, the integer
clock and the phase clock/bias products, especially in case of
real-time scenarios, while being able to provide almost identical position estimates in case of short observation periods.

4.2 Hourly solutions
The contribution of PPP-AR to the positioning accuracy is
most significant in case of short observation periods. We
hence broke daily GPS data into hourly pieces and carried
out static PPP-AR using various phase bias products listed
in Table 2. We use the RMS of their position differences
from IGS weekly solutions to quantify the positioning accuracy. As expected, Table 3 shows that PPP-AR improves the
hourly static positioning accuracy drastically by 75%, 50%
and 32% in terms of RMS statistics for the east, north and up
components, respectively, in contrast to float solutions.
Surprisingly, the four PPP-AR solutions do not show significant discrepancies (within 0.5–2%) in terms of their RMS
statistics, differing from the daily solutions (Table 3). This
point can be even more clearly illustrated by Fig. 5 where

5 Discussions
5.1 Phase clocks or integer clocks?
We have found that the integer clock products have the
same performance in enabling PPP-AR as that of our phase
clock/bias products, and both sorts of products are able to
generate the highest possible accuracy for position estimates
according to Table 3, Figs. 3 and 5. Then, the question is why
bother to compute the phase biases in addition to the phase
clocks, or in other words why not combining phase biases
and phase clocks to form the integer clocks for the convenience of delivering PPP-AR products (see Eq. 18 for the
relationship between integer clocks, phase clocks and phase
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Fig. 5 RMS (mm) of hourly position differences for the original UPDs
(Ge et al. 2008), the improved UPDs (Geng et al. 2012), the integer
clocks (Laurichesse et al. 2009) and the phase clocks/biases when com-

pared to IGS weekly solutions at 370 stations. Refer to the caption of
Fig. 3 for more explanations on various symbols

biases)?

By contrasting Sects. 2.1 and 2.4, we can see that our phase
clocks are compatible with legacy IGS clocks, while the
integer clocks are not. Figure 6 exemplifies this point using
satellite G12 for day 1 of 2016. We can find that the integer
clocks have an offset of up to 0.35 ns from the “benchmark”
clocks, i.e., the legacy clocks. In contrast, the phase clocks
do not expose any appreciable bias (as minimal as 0.0012 ns)
from the legacy clocks. If not properly adjusted, the offset

⎧
b
⎪
⎨ ti,I = ti,F + i,n
c
k
⎪
⎩ t k = t k + bn
I
F
c
which is derived from Eqs. 7, 10 and 12.
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k
= ρik + c ti − t k +
Pi,1

γik
f 12

= ρik + cti + di,1 +


− δd1k − δb0k

+ di,1 − d1k + ctˆFk

γik
f 12



+ β d1k − d2k

(19)

Integer clock: mean= 0.3437 ns
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Fig. 6 Differences (ns) of integer clocks (red) and phase clocks (black)
for satellite G12 on day 1 of 2016 from legacy clocks. Constellation
offset has been removed for both integer and phase clocks. The mean
differences are plotted along the two curves. All clocks are sampled
every 30 s

5.2 Daily or 15-min phase biases?

where di,1 is lumped into cti to form a nominal receiver clock;
d1k − d2k is the P1–P2 differential code bias (DCB) which
can be mitigated using IGS code bias products; the timevariable portion δd1k − δb0k is usually ignored. Equation 19
is the basis for conventional single-frequency single point
positioning. However, if the integer clock products from Eq. 7
are applied instead, Eq. 19 becomes
 γk

k
= ρik + c ti − t k + i2 + di,1 − d1k + ctˆIk
Pi,1
f1

γk 
= ρik + cti + di,1 + i2 + b0k − d1k
f1

(20)

where unfortunately neither the time constant nor the timevariable part of b0k − d1k

0.5

Satellite clock difference (ns)

between the integer clocks and the legacy clocks can even
exceed a few full cycles of narrow-lane wavelength (around
0.33 ns per cycle) (Collins et al. 2010; Laurichesse et al.
2009). Though this outcome will not affect high-precision
carrier-phase processing since such offsets can be totally
absorbed by ambiguity parameters, pseudorange processing
can be biased, potentially significantly. A typical example
is single-frequency standard point positioning where integer
clocks, if applied, are not compatible with IGS code biases
in calibrating pseudorange measurements. In particular, we
first apply the legacy clock products (Eq. 10) to the P1 pseudorange in Eq. 1, that is
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can be mitigated by any existing

IGS bias products. Consequently, the standard point positioning based on Eq. 20 is likely to be seriously biased if
b0k − d1k is large.
On the contrary, our phase clocks are consistent with
legacy clocks (Eq. 17) because we calibrate phase biases in
the carrier-phase data before re-estimating satellite clocks.
Moreover, to identify integer ambiguities before the clock
estimation, we use the UPD approach to accomplish singledifference ambiguity fixing over the reference network. In
this case, we can keep all resolved ambiguities fully compatible with their float counterparts without being offset by more
than one cycle. Therefore, our phase clocks, when applied to
single-frequency standard point positioning, will also lead to
Eq. 19 without compromising pseudorange positioning.

A well-known phenomenon on UPDs proposed by Ge et al.
(2008) is that the narrow-lane UPDs exhibit clear temporal
variations within a day, while their wide-lane counterparts
do not. A good number of follow-up studies confirm this
fact and agree on that narrow-lane UPD products should be
updated more frequently than wide-lane UPDs to ensure a
high ambiguity fixing rate and a high estimation accuracy
(e.g., Geng et al. 2011; Li et al. 2017, among many others). Typically, Ge et al. (2008) suggested that narrow-lane
UPDs should be computed every 15 min for post-processing
tasks, whereas Geng et al. (2011) re-estimated them every 5 s
for real-time applications. Figure 4 illustrates the 96 original
UPD estimates for G03 on day 1 of 2016, and their temporal
variations of up to 0.1 cycles are quite significant. However,
Table 3 in this study demonstrates that the phase clock/bias
model, though computing narrow-lane phase biases/UPDs
daily instead of every 15 min, can even achieve much better
positioning accuracy than the UPD model without impairing
ambiguity fixing rates. We therefore argue that the so-called
temporal variation characteristics of narrow-lane UPDs are
unphysical, but a sort of illusion caused by conventional UPD
data processing.
To have more insight into this problem, Fig. 4 further
exemplifies the improved narrow-lane UPDs (Geng et al.
2012). We can find that the peak-to-peak UPD variation
declines from 0.100 to 0.024 cycles after double-difference
ambiguity fixing is carried out over the reference network.
Figure 7 and then further shows the distribution of all peakto-peak UPD variations for all satellites on all days of 2016.
Similarly, the RMS of all peak-to-peak UPD variations is
reduced from 0.131 cycles in case of the original UPDs
to 0.079 cycles in case of the improved UPDs. These facts
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Fig. 7 Distribution of the peak-to-peak variations (cycles) of the original and the improved narrow-lane UPDs for all satellites on all days of
2016

reveal that the network ambiguity fixing improves the temporal stability of narrow-lane UPDs while also improves their
accuracy, implying that UPDs are likely to be stable in nature.
At this point, the integer clock model in Sect. 2.1 reminds
us of the fact that the narrow-lane phase biases can be totally
assimilated into satellite clocks, or in other words the narrowlane phase biases for the integer clock model are always zero,
even across days. Therefore, if we do not care about any
constraints on clock’s temporal behaviors, we can arbitrarily
tailor the output of phase bias estimation by adjusting the
clock estimates correspondingly. An extreme example is the
integer clock model, and in some sense our phase clock/bias
model is a variant of the integer clock model with nonzero
daily narrow-lane phase biases.
In addition, GPS L5 signals from BLOCK IIF satellites
exhibit pronounced time-variable satellite clock biases from
the legacy GPS L1/L2 clocks over 24 h (Montenbruck et al.
2011). If we impose L1/L2 clocks on L5 signals, the L5 phase
biases can then hardly be computed as daily constants, unless
a second satellite clock product is estimated for L5 signals
as proposed by Guo and Geng (2018).

5.3 Day-boundary discontinuities of phase biases
A number of studies have demonstrated that daily widelane phase biases/UPDs normally do not show any significant
discontinuities across days, or day-boundary jumps (e.g., Ge
et al. 2008; Laurichesse et al. 2009). Unfortunately, the daily
narrow-lane phase biases derived from our phase clock/bias
model still manifest such jumps from day to day, as shown
in Fig. 8. This is not surprising since we only align our daily
phase biases with the 15-min UPDs within a day, rather
than days. Geng and Chen (2018) proposed an approach
to remove day-boundary jumps of narrow-lane phase biases
by translating these jumps into the clocks. In contrast, integer clock model implicitly produces zero narrow-lane phase
biases for each day, and hence, it does not have the problem
of day-boundary jumps. This fact again tells us that, when
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investigating the continuity of narrow-lane phase biases, we
should first combine them with satellite clocks to produce
integer clocks, and it is these integer clocks that provide a
diagnostic to the day-boundary jump issue.

6 Conclusions and outlook
Phase biases are critical to PPP-AR. Based on the UPD
model by Ge et al. (2008), we proposed a modified phase
clock/bias model where satellite clocks are re-estimated to
obtain phase clocks by first fixing PPP ambiguities to the
sum of their known integers and phase biases. This phase
clock/bias model can be taken as a variant of the integer clock
model (Laurichesse et al. 2009), but keeps the compatibility
with IGS code bias products when jointly enabling pseudorange positioning. Moreover, analogous to their wide-lane
counterparts, narrow-lane phase biases are computed daily,
rather than every 15 min as suggested by Ge et al. (2008) and
many others.
Using the GPS data from about 500 globally distributed
IGS stations in the year of 2016 to carry out PPP-AR, we
found that the phase clock/bias model can overall achieve
the same positioning accuracy as that of the integer clock
model, while outperform the UPD model significantly in
daily position accuracy, especially for the east component
by 20%. However, in spite of the drawback of the UPD
model, it can almost reproduce the positioning achievement
of the phase clock/bias model in case of short observation spans (e.g., 1 h). This is a good news since the UPD
model can be relatively easily implemented, especially in
real time. Finally, as a response to the newly established
IGS PPP-AR Working Group in 2018 in Wuhan IGS Workshop, we have released phase clock/bias products dating
back to 2006 at ftp://igs.gnsswhu.cn/pub/whu/phasebias
and provided an open-source PPP-AR software package

A modified phase clock/bias model to improve PPP ambiguity resolution at Wuhan University

(http://pride.whu.edu.cn) for the public to test and use these
products (Geng et al. 2019).
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